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the kinldred industries embracing Wood Tar, Asphalt, Ozokinite,
Peat, Lignite, BOnE Oil, Fixred Oils, Cellulose, etc. Appendix
A provides a descriptioin of the six principal types of sbale retorts, each being illustrated by a figure, and appendix: B furnishes
a complete bibliography of destructive distillation in its modern
dev elopmeiat. A neat sumnmary describes9 the application of heat
to cellulose and kindred bodies as leading to cumulative resolution, the process being in principle the same wbhetber performed
by nature or by human contrivance. IIAt a bigb ternperature the
liquid distillate is characteristically aromatic"'; at a low temperatuire IIfatty." In eitber case the persistence of the n C.
group can be freely traced tbrougbout. Inasmuch as a chemical
equivalent for mucb of the IItemperature " can be fournd in
it
time,"9 petroleum may appear in rocks never actually igneous;
and we can understand the occurrence of degraded hydrides, such
as; turpentine and other "1 aromatic " compounds in living trees.
C. P.

Poole Brothers' Celestial Handbook and Planisphere. Compiled
and edited by Jules A. Colas. Chicago, Poole Brothers.
THE above pulblication is made up of two parts, the Handbook
and the Planisphere.
The planisphere consists of a stiff, circular cardboard, about
twenty incheis in diameter, upon which has been engraved all the
principal constellations that can be seen from the Nortb Pole to 50°,
south declinaticon. Fastenled to the circular disc is a frame made
of the same substance, and formed so as to project the borizon
upon the sky, and also to assist in noting the days of tbe year.
The planispbere is exceedingly bandy, as the explanations printed
upon it suffice for finding the approximate time at which any
celestial body rises, culminates, or sets. In tbe bands of the
learner of the constellations the planisphere is a great improvement upon the ordinary star-maps.
The bandbook. which serves as a companion to the planisphere,
contains in a neat form referpnees to the prinlcipal constellatio-ns,

the interesting double stars, the same being neatly illustrated,
and the brighter nebulwf and star clusters. Sbort notes are given
wvhich coDtain the names, magnitudes, distances, and colors of
the doubles. Tables are also to be found, giving the names of the
brigbt, fixred stars, the principal binaries, coloi-ed stars, and those
having a parallax2. These are followed by sbort sketches of the
phenomena of sbooting stars, the principal periodic comets, and
those that have an interesting history, and, last, the principal

planets.
As Mr. Colas has simply compiled the remarks in tbe bandbook,
it is possible for one to find certainl statemeints that may be questionable. He bas probably fallen into pitfalls by following too,
closelv some of the writings of rFlamznarion. For exrample, the
statement that the eaxth and moon as seen from Sirius would appear as a spot is exceedingly misleading. A simple calculationwould show that from the boundary of the solar system, that is,
from Neptune, the moon as seen from that point would never de-part more than 18 seconds of are from tbe earth.
We note that Arcturus and Alpha Bootis are mentioned as if'
they were two distinct stars. This is probably a slip of the pen,,
as well as the statement that the constellation C)assiopeia can be
seen every day.
The autbor bas carried bis book well down to date, as mentionis made of Barinard's discovery of the fifth satellite of Jupiter,
and Anderson's discovery of the new star in Aurige.
In our opinion the staten ent quoted from Flam marion's "Les.
Etoiles," that Baron Dembowski observed the yellow companion
to 15 Lyncis covering the blue one by one-fourth of the former's,
diameter, is exceedingly doubtful.
A star, as seen in the most powerful telescope, is a point of,
light, never a disc, and such statements as the above are, to say
the least, maisleadiDg.
The compiler has, in a note on Neptune, raised the question of
priority of the discovery of tbe position in wbicb the outermost,
planet would be found.
I
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THE MODERN MALADY ; or, Sufferers from Nerves.)

CALENDAR OF SOCIETIES.
Agassiz Scientific Society, Corvallis, Ore.
I
May IO.-Dumont Lotz, Food Adulterants.
A n introduction to public consideration,
May 31. -Wallis Nash, Darwin's Life and from a non-medical point of view, of a conWorks.
dition of ill-health which is increasingly

Ripans Tabules: best liver tonic.
Ripans, Tabules cure jaundice.
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prevalent in all ranks of society. In the
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
first part of this work the author dwells on
the errors in our mode of treating Neurasthenia, consequent on the wide ignorance of
OR,
the subject which still prevails; in the second part, attention is drawn to the principal
causes of the malady. The allegory forming
the Introduction to Part I. gives a brief hisBY
of nervous exhaustion and the modes of
tory
A. RO>CHEST1ER FELLOW.
treatment which have at various times been
(S. H. SCUDDER.)
thought suitable to this most painful and tryWith thirty-two Illustrations and a Map. ing di.sease.
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RESTORE YOUR EYESIGHT

THE W.INNIPEG COUNTRY;

Cataracts, scars or films can be absorbed adparalyzed nerves restored, without the knife,
or riszk. Diseased eyeff or lids can be cured by
our home treatment. "We prov it." Hun.
dredi
convinced. Our illluestrate pamphlet,
I
Home Treatment for Eyes "1 free. Don't miss it.
Everybodywants lt. " THz ,iE,"GlewLs Fallb.Y.

ROUGHING IT WITH Al ECLIPSE PkRT.

120. $1.50.

Ex- President Andrewq D..
of CorinellUIniver"'t
says: " Ibelieve thatthe highest interests of ChIis- -'
tian aivilization and of humanity would be served
by its adoption."
"1 So set dowrn, our tongue is the best for the world.
to unite upon."-Brooklyn Eagle.
' The idea of M{r. Bell has much to recommend it,.^
and the presentation is charmingly clear."-ALmerican, Phila.
"The result is a language which cannot fail tG,
By DANIEL S. TROY.
with acceptance."-Boston Traveller.
This contains a discussion of the reasons meet
II
World. English deserves the careful considerationi
for their action and of the phenomena pre- of all
serious scholars."-Modern Langu4age Notes.
sented in Crookes' tubes.
Sent,
postpaid, on receipt of price.
positpaid., 50 cents.

rapidly receding."-Boston Transcript.
"1 The picture of our desolate North-western territory twenty-fivre years ago, in contrast with its
civilized aspect to-day, and the pleasant features of
the writer's style, constitute the claims of his little
book to present attention."-1The Dial.
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K. D. C. HODGES, 814 Broadway, N. Y.

THE RADIOMETER.

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, N. Y.
POPULAR MANUAL OF VISIBLE SPEECH AND
VOCAL PHYSIOLOGY.

N. D. C.

~~~WORLD-ENGLISH,

~~~WORLtD-EN"GLISH,

By CYRIL BENNETT.,
12°,i 184 pp., $1.50.

"This is a sprightly narrative of personal inci
dent. The book will be a pleasant reminder to
many of rough experiences on a frontier which is

For use in Colleges and Normal Schools. Price So cents
Sent free by post by
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